
MAT 145: Test #1 (100 points) 
Name   ___________________________  Calculator Used __________  Score  ___________________  

Use the graph of a function y = g(x)  
on [–2,2.5] shown here as you respond 
to questions 1 through 4.
 
1) Estimate g(1) to the nearest tenth of 

a unit. 
   ______________________  
2) To the nearest tenth of a unit, state 

all values of k for which g(k) = 1.5.  
   _______________________  
3) Estimate g(g(2)) to the nearest tenth 

of a unit.  
   _______________________  
 
4) Anita told Larry that the function g shown here, on [–2,2.5], was a great example of a function that 

was always increasing. Is Anita correct? Using complete and appropriate sentences, explain your 
response. Be specific and descriptive! 

 
 
 
 
 

5) State the domain and range for the function g(x) = 3! x + 2 . Use interval notation or use 
inequality notation. 

  domain:  _______________________  
  range:  _______________________  
 
6) A closed box for storage (a box with a top) is to be constructed so that the box has a square base 

(bottom). The total material used for the sides of the box is to have exactly twice the area as that of the 
base. Let s represent a side length of the base and let h represent the height of the box. Questions (a) 
through (c) all refer to this situation. 

 
a) In the space to the right, sketch the closed-top box. 

Clearly label dimensions of the box represented by s and h. 
 

b) As an example only, suppose that one side of the base 
 measures 30 cm. That is, s = 30. State the dimensions 
 (length, width, and height) of this particular box, given 
 the restrictions and requirements stated above. 

 
   ____________________________________  
 
 

c) Create a function, in terms of s alone, to represent the surface area, A, of the closed-top box. 
Note: In creating your equation, we do not know any particular value for side length s. 

  
  ___________________________________  
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7) How much liquid poison will be present in the tank at 11:30 am on Monday, January 28, 2013? 

Express your solution to the nearest whole ml.  
  _________________________  
 
 
8) How much liquid poison will be present at 1 pm on Monday, January 28, 2013? Express your solution 

to the nearest thousandth of a ml and show evidence to indicate how you solved the problem. 
  _________________________  
 
 
 
9) If the liquid poison dissipates as described, how many minutes will it take for the amount of liquid 

poison in the tank to reach 1 ml? Express your solution to the nearest hundredth of a minute, and show 
evidence to indicate how you solved the problem. 

  _________________________  
 
 
 
 
10) Write in symbolic form a relationship to describe the amount A of liquid poison present in the tank 

t minutes after 11 am on Monday, January 28, 2013. 
  _________________________  
 
 
11) Sketch a graph to represent each of the following relationships. 

a) A function that is not b) A constant function. 
a one-to-one function. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 c) Describe in words why your graph in (b) represents a constant function. 
 
 
 
 
12) State the first initials and last names of the two individuals who are credited with inventing calculus 

more than 300 years ago.   
   _________________  
 
   _________________  

For questions 7 through 10, assume that a poisonous liquid poured into a water tank 
dissipates (disappears) so that for each 10 minutes that passes, only half the poison remains. 
We know that at 11 am on Monday, January 28, 2013, 80 milliliters (ml) of poison were 
present in the tank. Show your work and include units with your solutions! 
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Calculus I 
MAT 145 

Test #1: 100 points 
 

Evaluation Criteria 
1) 4 pts (correct response) 
 
2) 6 pts (credit for each correct response; deduction for missing or incorrect responses) 
  
3) 4 pts (correct response) 
 
4)  6 pts (2 pts: correct YES/NO response; 4 pts: clear and accurate statement) 
 
5) 10 pts (5 pts each; correct response using appropriate symbolism) 
 
6) a) 10 pts (4 pts: clear and accurate drawing; 6 pts: accurate and complete labels) 
 

b) 4 pts (correct length, width, and height) 
 
 c) 6 pts (correct function, in terms of s) 
 
7) 6 pts (accurate solution, correctly rounded, with units) 
 
8) 8 pts (accurate solution, correctly rounded, evidence provided, with units) 
 
9) 8 pts (accurate solution, correctly rounded, evidence provided, with units) 
 
10) 6 pts (correct function A(t)) 
 
11)  a) 6 pts (appropriate graph, meets stated criteria) 
 

b) 6 pts (appropriate graph, meets stated criteria) 
 
b) 6 pts (clear and accurate statement)  
  

12) 4 pts (2 pts each; correct spelling) 


